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Résumé en
anglais
To contribute to the important task of characterizing the complex multidimensional
structure of natural images, a fractal characterization is proposed for the
colorimetric organization of natural color images. This is realized from their three-
dimensional RGB color histogram, by applying a box-counting procedure to assess
the dimensionality of its support. Regular scaling emerges, almost linear over the
whole range of accessible scales, and with non-integer slope in log-log allowing the
definition of a capacity dimension for the histogram. This manifests a fractal
colorimetric organization with a self-similar structure of the color palette typically
composing natural images. Such a fractal characterization complements other
previously known fractal properties of natural images, some reported recently in
their colorimetric organization, and others reported more classically in their spatial
organization. Such fractal multiscale features uncovered in natural images provide
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